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If USU were a village of
100 students...

As of last semester, 16,778 students were enrolled at the Utah
State University main campus. To examine what these numbers
mean on a manageable scale, we used percentages from the
Enrollment Summary for Fall 2014 and reduced the campus
to 100 students. Using these statistics, provided by office of
Analysis, Assessment & Accreditation, we calculated what our
university would look like if only 100 students attended.
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Students going hungry
4By Manda Perkins
asst. news editor

Over 2 million full-time
college students nationwide seek meal or grocery
assistance through Feeding
America, according to the
survey Hunger in America
2014.
Feeding America is a
network of 200 food banks
across the country, including
the Utah Food Bank in Salt
Lake City. According to their
research, one in 10 of the
hungry they serve nationwide are full-time college
students.
The data in this study
may not reflect the status
of hunger for the Utah State
University community, but
due to the culture of fulltime students with little
money to spare, resources
for struggling students are
available on campus.
The Student Nutrition
Access Center, or SNAC, is
located on the third floor of
the Taggart Student Center.
The food pantry, which is
run and organized by students, opened in 2010. SNAC
has served 30 to 50 students
this semester, said Emma
Archibald, director of the
pantry. She said participation has more than doubled
this past year, which she feels
is due to word-of-mouth.
“Just this last week we had
like five new people entered

into our system, so it grows
all the time,” Archibald said.
Advertising for SNAC is
“tricky,” Archibald said. She
said if every student utilized
the student-run pantry,
shelves would be empty.
“You don’t want the entire
school to come into our little
pantry, … so it is really tricky
because you do want to target the people who need it,”
she said.
Archibald said SNAC
does not have statistics on
students who go hungry in
the Cache Valley area, but
with the tendency of college
students to be low on cash,
some may be unaware that
they are not receiving the
proper nutrition they need
when they buy cheap food.
“I think that is a huge barrier,” she said. “A lot of people don’t realize that they’re
undernourished.”
Food security, as defined
by the World Health
Organization, is an individual or family’s access to safe
and nutritious food. Food
security is the physical and
economic access to food that
will meet dietary needs.
According to the College
and University Food Bank
Alliance, more and more
students have become food
insecure, meaning they cannot afford nutritious food.
The group of students the

jSee FOOD, Page 4

Plans for advisor
evaluations in the works
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor

Kelsie Lott photo
THE CACHE VALLEY FOOD PANTRY on Main
Street has food available for Logan residents, but students
are refered to SNAC if they go there for help.

Utah State University is
working towards a system
to allow students to evaluate
their academic advisors. How
soon this will implemented is
still unclear.
The USUSA Academic
Senate is putting together a
resolution, which will state
their position on it by the end
of the semester.
“That’ll be something that
we push through the senate
and Executive Council as long
as everyone is in agreeance,”
said Matthew Ditto, USUSA
vice president and chair of the
Academic Senate. “I haven’t
really felt any pushback from
students. I think they see the
need of it.”
Ditto said he hopes there
can be something implemented by the end of the
semester.
However USU Vice Provost
Janet Anderson said it will
take more time than that.
Though the university is
working towards a system,
they are still researching software to gather the data and
how to use the data once it is
collected.
Ditto stressed that the
reviews would be geared
toward helping the relationship between students and
their advisors rather than
criticizing it.

“This is not something
that should be looked at as
the point of view of attacking advisors, but really trying
to bridge this gap,” he said,
“because I know that students don’t get the communication.”
College of Humanities
and Social Science Senator
Nickoles Clason said he feels
that students support the
reviews.
“I know that students really want this,” he said. “Besides
that, I know that there are
some people who aren’t really
for the initiative.”
Clason said some of advisors and associate deans have
concerns with the idea.
“They are kind of hesitant
about it, and a few of their
concerns are going to be
where is the data going and
how is it going to be used as
well,” Clason said.
Ditto has also seen some
hesitation.
“Nobody loves to be evaluated,” he said. “It’s kind of
hard sometimes because you
can say a million great things
about a person, but they will
always get stuck on the one
poor thing that you’ve said.”
Clason said the reviews
would implement a sense of
accountability.
“I know a lot of students
have problems with their
advisors, and I think it’d be

jSee REVIEW, Page 2
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USU, Logan police discuss
officers wearing body cams
4By Mandy Morgan
senior writer

A growing trend in the
world of criminal justice is
something designed to help
both police officers and
those who come in contact
with them: body cameras.
Police officers across the
nation now don’t just suit up
with a uniform and firearms,
but also a camera, usually
attached to the front of the
shirt, said Steven Mecham,
Utah State University campus police chief.
There’s been a big push
across the country for all
police officers to have body
cameras, Mecham said.
USU police officers have had
them for about two years
and will be getting new and
improved cameras in the
coming month.
There are two main reasons the use of cameras has
been implemented, said
Mecham.
“One is for protection
of the officers,” he said. “If
they were accused of doing
wrong, we want to be able
to look. It’s also for the protection of the public. In case
the officers do do something
wrong, then we can verify
that as well.”
Mecham said the USU
police department has not
yet had any complaints
about officer conduct and
have not had any incidents
on campus calling for the
use of film.
The cameras have helped
with the reporting side of

police work. Anywhere from
filing reports on cases to
compiling evidence, officers
can use the film captured on
their camera to move along
the process of their daily
endeavors.
“Before we had cameras, it was all just of what
you documented,” said Cpl.
Chris Kleven of the Logan
City Police Department.
“Now that we have cameras,
it allows people to see what
we’ve been saying all this
time and what we’ve been
doing. It sees the emotions
of people, puts it in a little
better perspective.”
The cameras are usually
not turned on all day or even
for a full shift. Disputes,
interviews and anything
called in that the officers
feel should be documented
are recorded as soon as the
officers turn on their cameras, said Kleven. They can
then go back over it and
make as accurate a report as
possible.
“I think it’s kind of a
comfort to have them just
because there are so many
people out there who are so
negative against the police,”
said KC Winslow, an officer
with the Logan Police. “And
that way, we always have
these to back up our point
of view and what we saw and
what we did.”
However, cameras are
limited, not being able to see
everything that the human
eye can.
“The problem with body
cameras or with any camera

is that it doesn’t always tell
the whole story,” Mecham
said. “Cameras are one-dimensional, and they show
one angle and so you might
see something on the video
and say, ‘This officer obviously did something wrong
because of what I’m seeing
on the video.’ But the reality is that it could be that
the camera picked up something that the eye couldn’t
see because of lighting. It
could be that something was
going on out of the camera
view that caused the action
of the officer. And so that
becomes a real problem.”
Utah state legislature met
in January and discussed
better training and more
accountability — one way
being with the use of body
cameras — of police officers.
USU officers have authority
through state statute, just as
Logan City officers do.
The past few years have
featured film caught on
police officers’ cameras in
the media, which often has
not shed positive light on
the officers. This is one reason states everywhere are
looking into better ways to
use the resources officers
have for better accuracy and
increased transparency in
the justice system.
Currently all 30 of Logan’s
officers and all 12 of USU’s
officers use body cameras
when on duty.
— mandy.m.morgan@
aggiemail.usu.edu
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USU POLICE CHIEF STEVE MECHAM discusses the pros and cons of police body
cameras in his office on Feb. 3, He supports the idea but is concerned that it will invalidate
police testimony which lacks video evidence.

Students transition from LDS faith
4By Morgan Pratt
staff writer

@sarahjwinder
STOP replacing carbs with cauliflower.
@JN_Floyd
So now @TheShowSDSU does @usuHURD chants at the beginning
AND at the end of games. Cute.
@NadirTekarli
You know your childhood is over when Power Rangers are killing their
roommates with swords
@Chels_Yoshikawa
I’m more excited about the food than the actual game.
#SuperBowlSunday
@KaitArchie
My cough medicine makes me feel goooooooooooood.
#iamnotadrugabuser

Review
From Page 1
great to see some accountability for the advisors,” he said.
Ideally the reviews would
hold both advisors and students accountable for lack of

communication, Ditto said.
“There is a lot of accountability that the students need
to be doing,” Ditto said. “Some
students don’t even go to their
academic advisor. That’s a
problem.”
A few colleges, like the
College of Agriculture and
Applied Science, have already

had some form of evaluations
in place. There is also the exit
survey that graduating students do that has some questions about advising.
Anderson said it is probable
in the future, but there is still a
lot of exploration to be done.
— dahdahjm@gmail.com

The national controversy
surrounding John Dehlin
and Kate Kelly, a member
and former member of The
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints who faced
disciplinary action, brings
to light crises of faith experienced by some Utah State
University students as they
navigate their own religious
and theological pathways.
A 2012 study released by
Why Mormons Question,
a service of Dehlin’s
“Mormon Stories” and the
“Open Stories Foundation”
surveyed active or former members of the LDS
Church. They found that 53
percent of disbelievers consider themselves Agnostic,
Atheist or Humanist. The
other demographics are
composed of 18 percent
undecided, 16 percent still
Mormon, 11 percent who
identify as non-Mormon
Christian and two percent
who identify as Buddhists.
Kenny Fryar-Ludwig, a

senior studying software
engineering, said he has
been transitioning his faith
throughout his life.
“I was raised in the Baptist
church,” he said. “When I
was about 13, my parents
decided to switch to the LDS
church.”
Fryar-Ludwig said he
began to find holes in religion while he was serving an
LDS mission in Los Angeles.
As a self-proclaimed truth
seeker, he couldn’t reconcile
those issues. He returned
home after serving a mission for 10 months and
changed his outlook from
religious to non-religious.
“Everything just fit into
place,” he said. “I couldn’t
find ways to really revive my
religious faith because it was
just destroyed.”
He returned to USU
and began to attend other
churches, not to become
part of those religions,
but to understand people.
Fryar-Ludwig said he now
considers himself a secular
Humanist, taking a scientific approach to theology.

“It is the idea that you
are working independently
from any deity and that you
are working for the betterment of humanity,” he said.
Allison Colten, a sophomore studying music,
transitioned out of the LDS
Church last October. She sat
down and thought through
questions about the church
that she wasn’t brave enough
to face before. That night
she went from questioning
her faith to being an atheist
in 30 minutes.
“At first it was really
liberating because I could
think about things that I
was trying suppress earlier,
so I wouldn’t have cognitive
dissonance,” she said. “I
would have these thoughts,
and I would get a little thrill
because I was allowed to
have these thoughts.”
She accepts existentialist
theologies, which she was
introduced to when she
was in high school. Colten
said she loves it because,
according to the theory,

jSee FAITH, Page 4
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Annie Hall photo
KITFOX PERFORMS AT WHY SOUND Friday, Jan. 30 in a concert held by the Utah State University Independent Music Club with Provo visitors Bat Manors and fellow
locals little Barefoot. From left, Conor Flynn, Emilee Holgate, Devon Smith and Nate Dukatz hope to travel to Nashville next month to record their debut album.

Local band sets sights on Nashville
4By Noelle Johansen
features editor

Finishing their Friday set, Kitfox lined the Why Sound Music
Venue stage for a rare performance of “Willow Child,” a slow,
sad song written by lead vocalist
Emilee Holgate when she was 17.
While her three bandmates

pulled small percussion instruments out of a small, blue backpack, Holgate described sitting
beneath a willow tree planted by
her father, who passed away when
she was 9.
“My family dealt with it in a
weird way. (It was) one of the
loneliest times of my life,” Holgate said, inviting the crowded

room to share an intimate connection with the song.
Kitfox relies on fan connections
and support for their success. The
band launched a Kickstarter campaign Jan. 19 to raise $10,000 to
record an album in Nashville in
March.
“it’s not just recording for us,”
Holgate said. “The songs that we

write are very personal, but we try
to write really honest things that
not only relate to us but to other
people, so the CD can not only be
part of our lives but their lives as
well.”
The song began soft and low,
gaining strength as the instruments and harmonic backup vocals joined Holgate’s melody in

the chorus: “I am the willow child,
weep a while, but I will stand
strong.” The song ended with
thunderous applause.
“I liked their sound,” said MK
Smith, a freshman in elementary
education. “I thought she had an
amazing voice, and they were just

jSee KITFOX, Page 4

Leggings stretch
over modesty issues
Leggings — oh, how woman, I find it frustratthose spandex-polyester ing to be clothed from
blends raise quite a dis- my neck to my ankles
pute over modesty.
and still be seen as a sexWhether monochro- ual object.
matic or technicolor,
While I see the point
patterned or solid, rein- that leggings are form fitdeer or unicorns prints, ting, are they worse than
these stretchy devils have tight jeans? Especially
sparked countless blog ones with considerable
debates and Facebook butt-bling clearly meant
crusades. And I’m sick to draw the eye?
of it. As in — my eyeballs
I’m tired of this beatwill revolt if I read anoth- en-down philosophy that
er post about it, and I will men are the victims, that
go blind, hopefully tem- women are to blame for
porarily.
their lustful thoughts and
Let me get started by actions. Guys: women
saying I believe in modes- are not the villains here.
ty. I believe that by dress- We do not sit, scheming
ing approand twirlp r i a te l y,
ing
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Katie Lambert m u s t a c h a woman
receives
es like old
more credblack-andibility with
white movherself and
ie fiends,
others.
thinking
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ly objectiof all the
fied. Some
fuss over
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leggings.
may
like
So a perthat sort of
son writes
thing, but I
a
blog
don’t, and
about how
I’m willing
they think leggings are to bet a majority of womimmodest. That’s her en don’t want that either.
opinion, and she is entiI feel like we have limtled to it. I read the “Why ited options here. Either
I Choose to No Longer women don’t wear legWear Leggings” post by gings and the millions of
Veronica Partridge, and men everywhere slowly
I thought she expressed unfold out of their feher opinion about the tal positions from being
matter respectfully.
“victimized,” or women
My problem is with the continue to wear legargument that by wear- gings and men exercise
ing leggings, I’m being
objectified by men. As a jSee STRETCH, Page 4
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DINING SERVICES EMPLOYEE AARON RASMUSSEN restocks ingredients in The Marketplace, where
a refrigerator label gives special instructions to avoid contamination of gluten-free food.

Food or foe?
4By Alyssa Hawkins
senior writer

Imagine an entire banquet table
full of delicious breads, pastas and
tree nuts, but eating from it would
be deadly. For some Utah State University students, this scenario is not
imaginary.
Fallon Rowe, a freshman majoring
in geology, faces this reality on a daily basis.
“I’m allergic to walnuts, pecans,
coconut and hazelnut. I’m also intolerant of gluten, fish and seafood,”
Rowe said. “The nut allergies will
give me anaphylaxis, which is a serious allergic reaction so I always carry
an EpiPen with me.”
Rowe, who lives on campus, was
required to buy a traditional meal

Dining Services seeks options
for students with food allergies

plan from the university. Despite the
efforts USU’s Dining Services program has put forth toward catering
to students with food allergies, Rowe
said eating safely on campus can be
challenging.
“I feel that most Dining Services
employees aren’t aware enough of
those of us with food allergies,” she
said. “I have had various allergic reactions throughout the year as a result of this, when I would eat food
that regularly doesn’t give me any
problems, but something else contaminated it and triggered a reaction.”
Director of Dining Services Alan
Andersen feels the pressure of ensuring the safety of over 1,400 students
who currently have meal plans. Of
those 1,400 students, he said the

staff works personally with around
a dozen students who suffer from severe food allergies.
“What we want to create is a relationship where they can feel comfortable, that they can walk in and
say, ‘Hey, Rich, can I eat this? Can
I eat that?’ That type of thing, you
know, because there is so much variety,” Andersen said.
Catering to meet the needs of students with dietary restrictions is a
demanding challenge for Dining Services. Andersen said finding a variety
of safe food options for students, let
alone avoiding cross-contamination
in a self-serve setting, is an issue they
are constantly working to improve.
One of the most common types of

jSee ALLERGY, Page 4
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CUFBA associates with food
insecurity are non-traditional students; those balancing
jobs, family life and school
struggle the most.
But fewer families are able
to support their traditionally-aged students through
school, meaning less money
for groceries.
“These students can be
food insecure too,” states
the CUFBA website. “Food
insecurity cuts across all demographic statuses, enrollment levels, and geographic

Kitfox
From Page 3

really put together. Their
music flowed really well
with each other.”
Undeclared freshman
Ted Windsor agreed.
“They were very excellent,” he said. “I hadn’t
heard them before, but I
really liked what I heard.
It just felt really real.
There was no pretension
about it. It was just them
up there with their music.”
The members of Kitfox
accredit their strength
and unity as a band to
their sincere friendship.
Before each show, they
have dinner together
“like a little family,” said
Conor Flynn, bassist and
backup vocalist. Holgate,
the chef behind the tradition, agreed.
“We just had soup,”
she said, laughing, before
Friday’s performance.
“It’s because they call me
‘band mom’ because I’m
kind of a killjoy. I’m just
too responsible, so I just
embraced it and started
making them food.”
Flynn, who confirmed
the soup was tasty, began
making music with Kitfox drummer Nate Dukatz and guitarist Devon
Smith in middle school.
The three Utah State stu-

locations. Empty cupboards
and scrapping by are a way a
life for far too many students
and these stressors affect student success.”
Archibald said SNAC has
teamed up with the Food
Sense Nutrition Education
Program through USU Extension to help students
learn how to make nutritious
meals on a budget to help
close that gap.
The Cache Community
Food Pantry serves 2,500
Cache Valley families every
month, including those referred from senior centers
or other local organizations.
Matt Whitaker, director of
the pantry, said college stu-

dents still perform under
the name Bronze Museum.
They met Holgate
while she performed
at a farmer’s market in
Paradise with a different
band, and the four joined
forces in 2013. Now, they
stay motivated through
common goals.
“We look at (Nashville) as not only an opportunity just to record
for Kitfox but to kind
of launch each one of
our individual music careers,” Flynn said. “We
all want to work in the
music industry in some
capacity. The connections that we’ll gain and
just the experience is
a huge part of why we
want to do this.”
The choice to record
in Nashville was far
from arbitrary. An artist and producer there,
Gabe Simon of Kopecky,
expressed interest in
working with Kitfox after
listening to their EP last
year.
“It felt kind of like fate
that we were supposed to
go to Nashville,” Flynn
said. “It just all fell into
place perfectly so that we
could go. ... We just started hashing everything
out that we needed to
do, and so the last thing
that we really need is just
to get the money that we
need to pay him.”
As of Feb. 4, the Kitfox

Allergy

From Page 3

food allergies that Dining Services addresses is Celiacs Disease
and gluten intolerance.
“Gluten-free is probably the
biggest one we work with,” Andersen said. “It’s much bigger,
and it’s more commonly diagnosed. There are a lot of reasons
for its growth, and we are seeing
that growth.”
For Melia Hawkins, a freshman majoring in psychology, any
amount or trace of gluten, if consumed, causes her to become ill.
However, with the help of Dining
Services, the one-on-one tactic
has been helpful in providing
healthy and safe food options.
“The head of the Dining Services met personally with me and
took me into the Marketplace and
showed me what I could eat at
each station,” Hawkins said.
Dining Services offers many
options for students with gluten-free needs. In addition to the
personal guidance from the staff,
there are special refrigerators designated for specifically gluten-free

dents are referred to SNAC
when they come for assistance.
He said that because of the
average single college student’s income level, all would
qualify for pantry assistance,
which would clean off the
shelves on a weekly basis.
Unlike the Cache Community Food Pantry, there are
no income or other requirements for students to use
SNAC.
“As long as they’re a USU
student, they’re able to use
it,” Archibald said.
— manda.perkins@
hotmail.com
Twitter: @perkins_manda
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Faith
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there is nothing in the world that can’t be
defined or explained.
“It is really comforting to me because
the supernatural is supposed to be unpredictable and uncontrollable, but it is just
science,” she said. “There is not some angry god who is punishing you or anything
like that. It is very self empowering.”
Colten said her entire perspective has
changed, but she continues to be empathetic.
“Now that I don’t believe in an afterlife,
it has made everything just that much
more meaningful,” she said. “Every relationship and action means a lot more.”
Cynthia Dixon, a sophomore majoring

in public relations, said she began questioning her religion a year ago when she
was preparing to serve an LDS mission in
Houston, Texas.
“I just had different ideas, and I didn’t
feel like I should be teaching things that I
did not fully believe in,” she said.
Since renouncing her faith, Dixon has
been searching for a religion that is based
on God but also something that she feels
is more inclusive than the the LDS church.
She has attended other churches, including a Baptist church, Alpine Church and a
Catholic church while searching for truth.
“I have been trying to find a church that
I feel comfortable in and that I can be myself in,” she said. “I haven’t really found
one yet, but hopefully I will find one that
is geared more toward me.”
— morgan.pratt.robinson@gmail.com

Kickstarter campaign
has raised more than
$4,000. Flynn made sure
to mention the prizes —
from CDs to handmade
art — for Kickstarter
backers.
“It’s quite the expensive adventure,” Holgate
said. “We need almost
$13,000 in all to even
do five songs mixed and
mastered, and produced
and recorded, but we’re
only going for 10,000 because it’s an all-or-nothing funding model.”
According to the
Kickstarter system, all
donations at this point
function as pledges and
payments will only go
through if the goal is
met.
With two weeks left in
the campaign, Holgate,
Flynn, Dukatz and Smith
remain hopeful and open
minded.
“When there’s a disagreement, we just talk
about it from all angles,
and we never really get
upset if our goal isn’t
the best one,” Holgate
said. “Because we like
each other as humans
and friends, it’s not too
hard.”
For more information, search Kitfox on
Facebook, Bandcamp or
Kickstarter.
— noelle.johansen@
Annie Hall photo
aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @broelle CONOR FLYNN OF KITFOX plays his harmonica during a show at Why Sound on Friday, Jan. 30.

food items as well as signs on the
menu to help students know what
is and is not safe to eat.
“At each of the stations on their
menu signs, they provide symbols
to inform people with food allergies what is safe for them to eat
based on their allergy,” Hawkins
said. “They also have a dedicated gluten-free and dairyfree fridge for some
special products
like desserts
for people
with gluten and
dairy issues.”
One problem
Dining
Services runs into
with the specialized refrigerators is that some students
like to take gluten-free food for
dieting purposes when they don’t
have an allergic health restriction.
Rowe said the allergy-free
fridge was removed from public
access so other people wouldn’t
be as prone to take their food.
“It’s frustrating for those of us
with allergies because we don’t
have an option like the people
who just do it as a diet,” Rowe
said.

To help with this problem,
Rowe suggested that Dining Services provide a special access card
to ensure the food is more easily
accessible to those with allergies.
“Even just adjusting the ‘seven
meals a week’ meal plan to include cash equivalency would be
helpful,” Rowe said, “because it’s
a lot easier to avoid allergens
when the food is packaged
with an ingredients
list, like the food at
the Quick Stop.”
One of Dining Service’s
core
values
is continuous
improvement,
according to its webpage. For Andersen, the
biggest challenge is getting
students to provide feedback.
“We can’t fix what we don’t
know is broken, and so we’re really open to that feedback, and
anytime we hear stuff like that we
really work on it,” he said. “We’re
willing to do anything to take
care of them, but we’ve just got to
know.”
— alyssa.hawkins@
aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @_alyssahawkins

Stretch
From Page 3

Katie Lambert

“

Assistant Features Editor

I grow tired of roving
eyes and roving thoughts
being blamed on
fully-clad women, which
— let’s be honest —
has been happening
since the beginning of
the human race.

self-control. Maybe that’s a little
harsh, but I’m
just so sick and
tired of the “she
was asking for it”
dribble. Especially
when a woman is
fully clothed.
So here’s what
I think: if a woman finds leggings
immodest
and
doesn’t want to
wear them, good
for her. If a woman thinks leggings are modest
and decides to wear them,
good for her. Whether or not
you consider leggings modest
is a personal choice.
I grow tired of roving eyes
and roving thoughts being
blamed on fully-clad women,
which — let’s be honest — has
been happening since the beginning of the human race.
I find the leggings issue just
another runaround about
who’s to blame for immorality, and once again the finger

For more information call Darla • (435) 770-0900 • darladclark@comcast.net

”

is pointed at women. It’s a
one-dimensional solution to
a two-dimensional problem
and, in the words of Forest
Gump, that’s all I have to say
about that.
— Katherine Lambert is a
print journalism major minoring in health education
and promotion. She enjoys
cooking, swimming, running,
eating chocolate and reading
any and all books she can
find. Email her at
katherine.l.larsen@gmail.com.
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Sports
Utah State announces 2015 signees
4By Kalen Taylor

cruits their first priority followed by those
from outside of Utah.
“We want to start in Cache Valley first,
and then we want to recruit in state,” Wells
said. “We signed, I think, six kids from
Utah this year, and we got one from Cache

other four-year programs, one from BYU
and one from UCLA.
Three of the new recruits will serve LDS
missions before they play at Utah State.
Utah State’s football team officially
“I see offensive line and I see the two
signed 18 players Wednesday.
linebackers and the receivers, because of
Eleven of the players are on offense and
needs, as being
seven of them
key parts of
are
defensive
Ben
Jeffrey Dahdah graphic
this recruiting
players. To go
Wysocki
class,” Wells
along with the
Jude
said. “The guy
2015 signees,
Hockel
that you’re alUSU will get
Preston
Mason
Wesley
Brooksby
ways more confive players back
Tobeck
Bailey
cerned about
Joe
from LDS misWade
Chris
Gerold
Dallin
Meacham Copier
Riggins
Bright
Leavitt
today are the
sions.
Harris
Devante
Chad
Vilamu
Dalton Cameron
Daniel
“Whether they
ones that are
Cade
Mays
Artist
Auwae
Baker
Haney LaChance Langi
Smith
start first thing
on that sheet
in August or
of paper that
WR
OL
TE
DB
DE
LB
QB RB
they start in Janwe’re going to
uary will depend
talk about.”
on their return
There are
date,” said Matt Wells the Aggies head Valley.”
five offensive linemen in the class — three
Other recruits include three from Califor- from junior colleges, one from UCLA and a
coach. “Most of them will start come January. Those are kids that we signed our first nia, two from Florida and Oregon and one high school commit out of Hawaii.
from Arizona, Hawaii, Texas, Washington
year, two years ago.”
“Ben Wysocki, that’s the one that we’re
Wells and his staff have tried to focus and Alabama. Utah State has brought in
their recruiting efforts, making in-state re- four players from junior colleges, two from See SIGNEES Page 6
sports editor

Ryan Castanzo photo
MATT WELLS ADDRESSES the media on national
signing day. Utah State brought in a recruiting class of 18
players for the upcoming season.

On the road
again:

What it means
to be a fan

Aggies look to bounce
back against Lobos
4By Logan Jones

“Twenty-one games in, we
shouldn’t not have confidence. We shouldn’t not
After dropping two play tougher than that, so
straight games, Utah State it’s disappointing.”
Seniors Deshawn Delwill face New Mexico on
aney
and Hugh Greenwood
the road Saturday where
make
up
the Lobos
the core of
boast an
New MexiimpresStew
Morrill
co’s squad.
sive 9-2
head coach
G r e e n record.
wood, avHome to
eraging
one of the
11 points
most hosand five retile venbounds per
ues in the
game this
Mountain
season, hit
W e s t ,
a
dagger
New Mexthree-pointico is just
er in the Lothe latest
bos’ 66-60
in top-tier
victory over
Aggie opUSU in Janponents.
uary.
To avoid
USU had
extending
a two-point
its losing
a d va n t a g e
skid
to
against
a
third
New Mexgame, USU will need add- ico in the Dee Glen Smith
ed toughness on the road Spectrum before a quesat The Pit.
tionable foul on David Col“We are not very tough lette meant the freshman
physically and mentally,” forward was done for the
USU head coach Stew Mor- day. Frustrated at fouling
rill said following Tuesday’s loss to Boise State. See ROAD Page 6
asst. sports editor

“

We are not
very tough
physically
and mentally.
Twenty-one
games in we
shouldn’t
not have
confidence.

”

Kylee Larsen photo
CHRIS SMITH DRIVES AND SHOOTS over Nick
Duncan Tuesday against Boise State. USU lost the game 68-63.
The Aggies now travel to take on another MW opponent, New
Mexico, on Saturday.

Women’s basketball
drops third straight
4By Kalen Taylor
sports editor

After winning three Mountain West
games in a row, Utah State women’s
basketball has now dropped three in
a row against Wyoming, San Diego
State and Boise State.
“Our opponents understood more
about the standings
and the urgency, and
they played with it,”
said coach Jerry Finkbeiner after the teams
loss to San Diego State
on Saturday. “It’s frustrating to have played
three games in which
we had that sense of
urgency and now we’ve
kind of backed off the
pedal and have a sense
of passiveness right
now. We’ve got to gain that back in
practice.”
The Aggies played Wednesday
against the Boise State Broncos and
lost 94-50, despite a game-high,
21-point outing by freshman guard
Funda Nakkasoglu.
“If we play hard,” Finkbeiner said,
“the score takes care of itself, and I’m

“

Kylee Larsen photo
TILAR CLARK LOOKS TO DRIVE against UNLV
during Mountain West play earlier in the season. USU
plays next at home against New Mexico.

Buzzer-beating
threes, inexcusable
losses, predictably
terrible
Mountain
West
officiating
and even an offthe-backboard
alley-oop dunk.
Halfway through
conference
play,
Utah State basketball has managed to
both exceed expectations and leave
faithful Aggie fans
wishing for do-overs
in each of USU’s
five conference losses.
Most recently, the
Aggies lost their
first-ever game to
Boise State in the
Spectrum, a streak
USU could have
extended with one
more rebound or
a better final shot.
It’s been a theme
this season. We led
UNLV by six with
a minute left, led
New Mexico by
two until David Collette fouled out and
matched the Broncos stride-for-stride
until Derrick Marks
knocked down a
3-pointer with his
heels on the USU
logo to put Tuesday’s game just out
of reach.
Losing sucks.
It’s also part of
what makes a sports
fan, a sports fan.
As
an
eightyear-old
Portland
Trail Blazer fan, I
watched what (up
until Sunday’s Su-

a happy camper. I just don’t think we
played hard enough tonight, and I’m
a frustrated coach.”
It has been a tough stretch of the
season for Utah State since losing
two starters earlier in the year. USU
is now 6-16 and 3-7 in MW play.
Boise State shot more than 50 percent from behind the 3-point line

Jerry Finkbeiner
head coach

per Bowl) was the
single most scarring
sports-related experience of my life. A
young Kobe Bryant
and Shaquille O’neal erased a 16-point
fourth-quarter deficit against Portland
to win the Western
Conference and ultimately the 2000
NBA championship,
sending the Blazers

Logan Jones
Nothing
but net

into a decade-long
spiral of bad teams
and injuries that
only just ended with
the emergence of
Damian Lillard.
As good as the
‘90s must have been
for fans who can remember those Blazer teams, the 2000s
were conversely terrible.
That’s what forges
your identity as a
sports fan. Suffering
through teams that
break your heart
year in and year out

See FAN Page 6

believe we’re going to bounce back
and get better results.
Five players scored double-figures
for the Broncos, and their bench
outscored the Aggies’ bench 43-10.
As part of the dominant Boise State
team effort, the Broncos also out-rebounded the Aggies 45-35 and had
22 assists compared to just seven for
USU.
Hot shooting was a
trend that continued
the entire evening for
Boise State. They shot
47 percent from the
floor and 48 percent
on 15-31 3-point field
goals. Utah State attempted more shots
than their opponent
but were unable to
convert at a high rate,
shooting just 30 percent on the night.
“It was kind of a rough game for
us,” said senior guard Elise Nelson.
“On the plus side, everything is
something that we can improve on,
and we can do that ourselves.”

It’s frustrating to have played three games
in which we had that sense of urgency
and now we’ve kind of backed off the
pedal and have a sense of passiveness.

”

in the first half and put up 57 firsthalf points to take a 30-point lead
into halftime. Utah State was unable
to overcome the deficit, even with
BSU’s bench playing a large portion
of the second half.
“This is about as frustrating as it
comes,” Finkbeiner said. “I firmly

— kalen.s.taylor@gmail.com
Twitter: @kalen_taylor

Sports
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out during the game’s crucial final minutes, Collette
drew a technical foul to
provide the Lobos with a
critical four-point swing.
The game is just one of
several close losses the Aggies have faced this season.
“They’ve got to be tougher,” Morrill said. “They’ve
got to get a loose ball.
They’ve got to get a rebound when you’ve got
to have it. They’ve got to
make a free throw when
the game is on the line.
That’s just basketball.”
Lobo head coach Craig
Neal will be happy to play
the Aggies in the friendly
confines of The Pit, cred-
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Fan

iting the Spectrum crowd
for being a competitive
place to play even by the
Mountain West’s standards.
“Tough spot,” Neal said
of the Spectrum. “It was
one of the two toughest spots (Utah State
and SDSU) to play in the
league.”
The Aggies have to find a
solution for New Mexico’s
strong zone defense, which
is holding Lobo opponents
to just 38 percent shooting this season. Four USU
players scored in double
digits Tuesday against the
Broncos, led by Collette’s
17 and junior guard Chris
Smith’s 16.

From Page 5

— logantjones@
aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @logantj

Kylee Larsen photo
CHRIS SMITH PUTS A SHOT off the glass during
the first hafl of Tuesday’s game agianst Boise State. Smith
had 16 points against the Broncos.

State your case:

Will men’s basketball win more than half its MW games?
4By Brooke Bell

4By Joe Baraiolo

Utah State basketball will
not win half its games in the
Mountain West if play continues as is.
The Aggies need to be
tougher and play better.
After Tuesday night’s loss
to Boise State, the Aggies
are 5-5 in conference play.
It was the first time the
Broncos have ever beat the
Aggies at the Spectrum in
19 visits. If USU lets Boise
beat them at home, how are
they supposed to stay above
.500?
The Aggies have eight
Mountain West games left
this season. In order to
finish above .500 they will
need to win five of the next
eight games, and that is not
going to be easy. The team’s
lack of rebounding and inability make free throws has
lead them to multiple loses.
The Aggies have finished
multiple games by chucking the ball for a 3-pointer
in the final seconds of the
game.
This has only lead to suc-

The Aggies have 8 games left
in the year. I am more than
confident that they will finish over .500, and you should
be too.
Of the eight games remaining, the only game that concerns me is the next game at
New Mexico. I know what
you’re thinking, what about
the game at Wyoming?
UNLV? Colorado State?
I’ll start with Wyoming.
If you were at the Wyoming
game earlier this year, you
know that they were not as
good as advertised. Even
if all 50 of Wyoming’s residents attend the game, I
don’t think it will be enough
to impact the game.
Well, what about UNLV?
The game came down to
the wire at the Thomas and
Mack and the Aggies lost in
OT. This time, they will play
in the Spectrum. The Hurd
will be in full effect, and the
Rebel’s luck will run out.
I was admittedly a bit nervous about our match up
against Colorado State. They

staff writer

staff writer

cess one time this season,
yet they continue to do it.
Because they have let their
lead slip in the final minutes
of the game, they are ultimately forced to take these
shots. It is going to be hard
for the team to get the wins
they need if they keep going
soft in the second half.
It is not impossible for
the Aggies, but if they don’t
start making adjustments,
they will end the season not
winning half of their MW
games. They need to figure
it out before playing New
Mexico on Saturday.
— bellbk81@gmail.com
Twitter: @Br00keKennedy

Signees

From Page 5

all excited about,” Wells said. “He’s
played all three offensive line positions: tackle, guard and center, so
he brings a lot of versatility. He’s extremely smart. That guy will walk in
and just because of his versatility, will
be able to compete pretty quickly in a
number of spots.”
Wysocki comes to USU from UCLA
after playing for the Bruins the last
four seasons. He will graduate in
March and be eligible to play immediately for Utah State once he arrives.
Joining Wysocki on the O-line are
Wade Meacham, Viliamu Auwae,
Preston Brooksby and Jude Hockel.
Meacham is an in-state recruit that
received a three-star rating, according
to ESPN. Meacham began playing
football his junior season at Layton
High School. He is listed at 6-foot-6
and 260 pounds.
“That kid can run,” Wells said. “He’s
had a tremendous wrestling career.

I’ve never missed on a wrestler. I’m
not saying every wrestler can play
football; I’m just saying all the football
players that are also good wrestlers
are good. We don’t miss on them.”
Brooksby and Hockel are both junior college transfers, Brooksby from
Glendale Community College and
Hockel from Diablo Valley Junior College.
“Preston is an offensive tackle who
possesses great length, and we are
excited about his future,” Wells said.
“Jude is a tough and hard-nosed offensive lineman that is long and versatile.
He has the ability to play both tackle
and guard.”
Utah State also focused this class on
bringing in linebackers and defensive
backs. The team signed three linebackers and three safeties.
Daniel Langi, Joe Riggins and Mason Tobeck are the three linebackers.
Langi comes from Bingham High,
and his older brother Harvey played
at BYU. He will be serving a mission
before playing at Utah State.
“This kid is a talented, tough, nasty
linebacker,” said Wells about Langi.
“This guy is the nicest guy off the field,

are one of the few teams
in the Mountain West that
could come out of the Spectrum with a win.
Unfortunately for them,
they will be in Logan for Stew
Morrill’s final game at Utah
State. Stew has been coaching here forever. He is as important to this school as Old
Main. All 10,000 seats will be
full, and the Spectrum will be
louder than ever. There is no
way we lose Stew’s last game.
I actually wouldn’t be too
surprised if Colorado State
doesn’t show up.

along with your fellow
fans, sometimes forgetting why you put
yourself through such
anguish over an industry that claims to exist
for entertainment, because you know it’s
more than that.
For the Aggies, the
highs and lows have
been all over the map
this year. Aggie football lost its best players
to injury two games
into the season, beat
the Cougars in their
own house, got trampled by Boise State’s
Jay Ajayi in what was
essentially the Mountain West title game,
and then won a bowl
game with a fourthstring quarterback.
That’s a roller coaster
of a season.
Basketball seems to
be following in suit.
The new-look Aggies
have won four games
when trailing at halftime, lost double-digit leads in a matter of
minutes and beaten
MW contender BSU
on the road with a Collette 3-pointer that had
no business going in.
The team picked to
finish 10th in the conference is currently
placed sixth — and
fans get the feeling
that even sixth isn’t
good enough for how
winnable each loss has
been this season.
Being a sports fan
is a great and terrible
thing. You make an
agreement when you
invest in something so

oddly powerful as a
sports team. You commit to enduring the
hard losses, like Seattle fans who watched
a miracle Super Bowl
win come crashing
down in the blink of an
eye. In exchange, you
get to refer to you and
your team as a “we,”
proudly cheering for
them rain or shine with
an eye towards future
seasons.
Then, when the magical season arrives
when your team is the
top of the food chain,
you experience what
can only be described
as pure joy.
Hope is the sports
fan’s most valuable
quality. I thought our
women’s
basketball
team was going to win
the Mountain West
tournament last year.
I thought volleyball
was going to beat the
unbeatable Colorado
State Rams. I thought
we had a chance
against Boise State’s
football team, and
even now sitting at a
5-5 conference record
I think Aggie basketball is ready to turn
some heads in Vegas
this March.
Because even if that
doesn’t happen, it’s
what makes me a
sports fan.
—Logan Jones is a
junior majoring in
journalism. He is also a
Blazer fan and therefore part of one of the
five most-tortured fan
bases in all of sports.
Contact him at logantjones@aggiemail.usu.
edu or on Twitter @
logantj.

— joebaraiolo@
gmail.com
Twitter: @joefish_2

but he has a nasty disposition on the
field. He’s an inside linebacker. I really
like this guy.”
Tobeck is 6-foot-3, 225 pounds, and
his father was a pro-bowl offensive
lineman in the NFL. Coach Wells describes him as being extremely tough
and reliable to the program. He was
offered by many other schools after
Utah State but didn’t make changes
after committing.
Riggins was a last-minute recruit.
Most of the staff were unsure of
whether they would get him after
starting last week.
“This kid has a bright future,” Wells
said. “It could be pretty quick. I don’t
know. If he’s good enough to play early, we’ll play him. He’s a guy that could
really probably play all four spots in
our 3-4 defense.”
At the defensive back position USU
brought in Dallin Leavitt, Wesley Bailey and Cameron Haney.
Leavitt is a transfer from BYU. He
will have to redshirt one season at
USU before playing out the final two
years of his college career.
“He’s a junior,” said Wells about
Leavitt. “We’ve nicknamed him ‘all

gas, no brakes.’ I’m glad he’s on our
team now. He will be a major contributor for us next year.”
Haney is from Los Angeles, California, and was rated a three-star player
coming out of high school. Wells
mentioned he had offers from other
schools in the Mountain West and
Pac-12 and was excited to see him
come to Utah State.
Bailey is a junior-college transfer
from Eastern Arizona College. He has
great size for a safety at 6-foot-2, 190
pounds. Coaches describe him as having great speed and the ability to cover
the whole field.
Wells spoke specifically of the two
wide receivers Chad Artist and Gerold
Bright. Bright played a little bit of every position in high school with most
of his time coming at quarterback and
running back. Coach Wells compares
him to JoJo Natson and expects him to
play at the slot receiver position.
Artist is a 6-foot-3, 180-pound wide
receiver at Logan High. He was firstteam all-state in 4A football after
catching 50 passes for over 900 yards
and 14 touchdowns his senior season.
He also won both the 100 and 200 me-

ter dash at the Utah 4A track and field
championships as a junior, posting
times of 10.64 and 21.66 seconds.
Artist was ranked as a three-star recruit by ESPN.
“That kid has a chance to be one of
the top 60-meter guys in America, oh,
and he’s a football player too,” said
Wells about Artist’s speed. “I trust
that kid. He told people ‘no’ to begin
with, and he told people `no’ as the
year went on. Chad Artist is going to
have a great career at Utah State.”
The national letter-of-intent signing
period concludes on April 11, and
spring practice for USU begins March
16. The annual Blue-White Spring
Game is on April 11.
“I’m never going to be the guy to
sit here and tell you on signing day
that you got everybody you wanted
because that’s never the case,” Wells
said. “Some kids chose to go play at
other places. If kids want to come
here and win, they can. If not, we’ll
keep winning without them.
— kalen.s.taylor@
gmail.com
Twitter: @kalen_taylor
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Opinion
Set aside petty politics and
take ownership of opinions
A lack of communication is officers. It may be more difficult
the easiest way to destroy a rela- to carry out the initiatives you’ve
tionship.
been planning for months. But if
I’ve heard it from counselors, those initiatives are really meant
read it in magazines, seen it with to benefit students and not onemy own eyes. And although I’m self, they should pass regardless.
sure those around me hear and
If your personal popularity —
read and see just as much as I or lack thereof — among fellow
do, I encounter people time and
leaders is keeping the
time again
students you represent
who want
from greater opporto
avoid
Mariah Noble
tunities and benefits,
transparbe open about it with
ency and
those around you first.
appear
It is ludicrous for an
From
differently
ego to get in the way
the
than how
of someone’s job, and
chief
they actuyour peers should recally are.
ognize that.
In this
If you have adparticular
dressed your problem
instance,
one-on-one and in
I am remeetings with fellow
ferring to
officers and adminispeople
trators, you are welwho come
come to come chat
to our ofabout it with me. But
fice wanting us to slant a story a even if we talk, it doesn’t mean
certain way or construct a staff I’m going to let you sit back while
column in line with their views. my staff and I take the flak for an
To be even more specific, I am opinion that’s not our own.
calling out some of those who
I am sick of people cowering
have been elected as a student behind the Statesman
body officers to represent those and expecting to
who attend this university.
see their personYou are right to assume that al
problems
part of our purpose as a newspa- r e s o l v e d
per is to represent the views of without takstudents, draw attention to cer- ing on any
tain issues and help provoke re- manner of
flection. But our responsibility is p e r s o n a l
greater to those who are typically responsibiloverlooked and have no other ity.
outlet. We want to give a voice to
Attempts
the voiceless, so to speak — Don’t such as this
we sound heroic?
send me a
Therefore, if you have been conflicted meselected as a student body offi- sage, and if I’m
cer, you not only have your own writing a column, I’d
voice, but it is your duty to openly prefer to make my message clear.
share your opinions with your felWith politicians and other hulow officers, administrators and man beings, ego is a huge folly.
the student body.
President Richard Nixon had
You may worry that if you a big ego. His insecurity led his
voice your concerns and they are involvement in the famous Waunpopular, you may lose support tergate break in. His ego led him
from the administration or other to lie about it, which led to his

KRT/MCT photos
ABOVE: PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON shakes the hand of Monica
Lewinsky, a White House intern. The two later had an affair. BELOW:
BUTTONS SOLICITING VOTES for Richard Nixon were passed out
as part of his campaign. He later resigned from office after a scandal.

resignation before he could be
impeached. President Bill Clinton
had a big ego, too. He had an affair with an intern, but his pride
led him to lie about it to the nation, which then led to impeachment.
Do you know how many
presidents have had
mistresses? Neither
do I, but I know
it’s a lot. I really
believe that what
pissed off the nation more than
these acts of stupidity is that fact
that we were deliberately deceived.
These men wanted to
show no weakness. They
didn’t want co-workers who
had information about their follies or different perspectives on
matters to publicly express it —
that would show disunity, which
equals weakness, right?
Well, I have a spoiler for you.
Even the strongest leaders have
weaknesses, but the wisest aren’t

afraid to acknowledge them.
I have plenty of weaknesses,
but this column is not about me.
It’s about stimulating thought
and self-evaluations across campus.
Plain and simple, are you being completely honest with those
around you? Do you allow those
around you to be completely
honest without jumping into defense mode when they try to explain their view? Are you letting
your pride hinder the responsibilities you have in your particular
position?
Well, the solution is clear. If
you haven’t been doing things
right, then either make a change
or forever be lost in the world of
deception like Nixon and Clinton.
— Mariah Noble is the editor-in-chief of The Utah Statesman. She has an editorial board
full of smart people who don’t
agree with her on everything.
Comments may be sent to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu.

Horoscope love forecast: Feb. 5
• Aries: March 21 - April 19
It’s important for you to have a solid foundation beneath your relationship. If you’re unhappy because your partner isn’t paying his
share of the bills or your girlfriend is spending
more time with her friends than with you, Saturn says it’s OK to complain.
• Taurus: April 20 - May 20
Remember what you learned from past romances. Don’t repeat the same mistakes.
Venus is showing you that you need to adopt
a clear-headed approach to love instead of
acting solely on instinct. Impulsiveness will get
you in trouble.
• Gemini: May 21 - June 21
Your friends need you right now, and you
could be super busy with social events. Mercury is creating a lot of flow for you with
new people and old buddies. Enjoy sharing
ideas, reflecting on your life and having some
laughs.
• Cancer: June 22 - July 22
Friendly Venus is increasing your desire to be
with a special someone. If you’re single, you
could ask somebody out or search for a new
friend online. If you’re already involved, you’ll
want to spend quality time with your sweetheart.
• Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
An intense full moon is bringing pent-up feelings to the surface. Maybe you’ll declare your
love for someone after months of pining for
him or her. Or perhaps you’ll vent your frus-

trations about something your honey
has been doing that drives you crazy.
• Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
Don’t put too much pressure on
your significant other. Venus is creating a feeling of frustration, but try
not to take it out on your partner. Instead, focus on self-improvement. Do
things that you can easily control and
achieve.
• Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 23
You’re going back and forth about
your feelings for someone. Maybe
you love this person in some ways, but you’re
worried that the two of you won’t remain
compatible in the long run. Mercury is encouraging you to talk things out with a therapist or good friend.
• Scorpio: Oct. 24 - Nov. 21
A practical moon is reminding you that relationships are a two-way street. Your partner
needs to be giving just as much as you are.
Seek a better balance of give and take and
don’t allow yourself to be drained of energy
all the time.
• Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
You’re in the mood to get into some trouble
as a sassy moon puts a skip in your step. You
could say something provocative to a sexy
acquaintance, daring him or her to react. Or
you might flirt your socks off with someone
you’ve just started to become interested in.
• Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan.19

Cole Benson |CLBtwentyone@gmail.com

Don’t be too disappointed if you
have troubles coordinating schedules with your
honey. One of
you might have
to work late, or
you could have
an unexpected
family emergency
that takes up your
time. The moon
says the two of you will connect eventually.
• Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Friendly Mercury is inspiring you to set out
on a new path. You could be thinking about
moving somewhere, starting a different career or checking out new jobs in your existing
field. You’re ready to embrace great opportunities with life and with love.
• Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20
Venus and Mars are both in your sign right
now, creating greater confidence than you
have had in a while. It’s a great time to get into
shape and sculpt that perfect body you’ve always dreamed of. It’s also a powerful time for
dating, socializing and enjoying your friends.
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The Page
Opinions on this page
(columns,
letters)
unless otherwise identified are not from
Utah Statesman staff,
but from a wide variety of members of
the campus community who have strong
opinions, just like you.
This is an open forum.
Want to write something? Contact us:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

Letters to
the editor
All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
No
anonymous
letters will be published. Writers must
sign all letters and
include a phone
number or e-mail
address as well as a
student identification
number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
	 Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 311,
or can be emailed to:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

APARTMENTS FOR
RENT
Brooklane Apartments
Now Renting 201516. Private Bedrooms.
Comcast TV and
High Speed Internet
Included. As low as
$550 for Summer and
$2890 for school year.
(no smoking/drinking/
pets) Come see at 645
E 900 N #1(manager)
or call 435-753-7227.
http://www.brooklaneapartments.com/

ANNOUNCEMENTS

— Jennifer Shepherd, the Lipstick Mystic®,
is an astrologer and columnist with over 2
million readers. For mystical fun and psychic
insights visit www.lipstickmystic.com.
WEDDING IN 2015?
Come see us and
plan your special
Wedding, Luncheon
&/or Reception. Visit
OldRockChurch.com or
call (435) 752-3432.

USU GAME-STAY
AVAILABILITY! OLD
ROCK CHURCH
BED & BREAKFAST.
Book online at
OldRockChurch.com or
call (435) 752-3432.
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Calendar
Thursday, Feb. 5

High: 57 | Low : 41 | Par tl y cloudy
•
•
•

•

‘Traveling Shoes’ | Caine Performance Hall Utah State University | Free, 7:00 pm
Sondheim on Sondheim | Caine Lyric Theatre |
$0-$18, 7:30 pm
Exhibitions ‘Black Mountain College: Shaping
Craft + Design’ and ‘Relational Forms’ | Nora
Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, All Day
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art |
Free, All Day

Friday, Feb. 6

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Traveling Shoes Lecture | USU Kent Concert
Hall | Free, 9:30 am
Sondheim on Sondheim | Caine Lyric Theatre |
$0-$18, 7:30 pm
Swamp Donkey | Why Sound | $5, 8:00 pm
Latin Dance Night | Spring Creek Fitness | $5,
9:15 pm
Exhibitions ‘Black Mountain College: Shaping
Craft + Design’ and ‘Relational Forms’ | Nora
Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, All Day
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art |
Free, All Day
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C.
Thorpe | Chase Fine Arts Center at USU | Free,
All Day

Saturday, Feb. 7

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

High: 52 | Low : 36 | Rainy

Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C.
Thorpe | Twain Tippetts Exhibition Hall | Free,
10:00 am
Movie Monday - Iron Man | North Logan City
Library | Free, 6:30 pm
Sky High Players Present: Once Upon a Mattress
| Sky View High School Auditorium | $3.50$24. Get ticket prices at https://sites.google.
com/a/ccsdut.org/sky-high-players/, 7:00 pm
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C.
Thorpe | Chase Fine Arts Center at USU | Free,
All Day

Ryan Ball | junior |
global communications |
Westminister, Colorado

Tuesday, Feb. 10
•
•
•

High: 52 | Low : 37 | Rainy

Saturdays at the Museum | Museum of Anthropology | Free, 10:00 am
Jump Rope Exhibition | Logan Community
Recreation Center | $3-$20. See description for
pricing information., 1:00 pm
Utah State Women’s Basketball | Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum | $1-$5, 2:00 pm
Sondheim on Sondheim | Caine Lyric Theatre |
$0-$18, 2:00 pm
Club Gymnastics meet | Altius Gymnastics

This issue dedicated to:

Monday, Feb. 9

High: 52 | Low : 43 | Par tl y cloudy
•

Acadamy | $5-$15. $5 dollars for individuals,
$15 for families, 3:00 pm
Scales & Tails Show | Willow Park Zoo, Logan
UT | $3-$4, 3:00 pm
Valentine Chocolate Festival | Four Seasons
Event Center | $5-$10. $10 adult / $5 child 12
and under, 6:30 pm
Truth of Fiction | Why Sound | $5, 7:00 pm
Sondheim on Sondheim | Caine Lyric Theatre |
$0-$18, 7:30 pm
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art

•

•
•

High: 43 | Low : 30 | Rainy

Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C.
Thorpe | Twain Tippetts Exhibition Hall | Free,
10:00 am
Utah State Men’s Basketball | Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum | $15-$17, 7:00 pm
Sky High Players Present: Once Upon a Mattress
| Sky View High School Auditorium | $3.50$24. Get ticket prices at https://sites.google.
com/a/ccsdut.org/sky-high-players/, 7:00 pm
Exhibitions ‘Black Mountain College: Shaping
Craft + Design’ and ‘Relational Forms’ | Nora
Eccles Harrison Museum of Art | Free; Suggested $3 donation per person, All Day
Crafting a Continuum: Rethinking Contemporary
Craft | Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art |
Free, All Day
Relational Expressions: The Art of Everett C.
Thorpe | Chase Fine Arts Center at USU | Free,

WAREHOUSE SALE
4 Days Only
Feb. 4-5-6-7

Wednesday • 7:30 AM - 8 PM / Thursday • 7:30 AM - 8 PM / Friday • 7:30 AM - 8 PM / Saturday • 7:30 AM - 6 PM

Guaranteed
Lowest Prices
Of The Year!

Passenger
Performance
Light Truck
SUV
4x4

&

le
Tires On Sa

RV

Outstanding Buys On

Super Savings On

All Terrain T/AKO2
Mud Terrain T/AKM

LTX A/T2 & LTX M/S2
and every other Michelin tire in stock

Check out our

Layaway Program

6 MONTHS
No Interest*

So Much More Than A Tire Store

All Custom
Wheels In St
ock

30

%

OFF

Manufacturer’
s recommend

ed retail price

.

Logan

Providence

753-2412

787-1844

885 North Main

110 S. Hwy 165

